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1. Users will be required to select a diagnosis when entering procedures for an encounter, there will be no automatic default! The site may still look up diagnosis codes "on the fly" when selecting procedures for encounters, but additional default diagnosis codes have been added for many procedures. For example, D0120 now has twelve default diagnosis codes from the Dental Coding Committee. D0240 has four. The sites may add to the default list but may not edit or remove the defaults.

2. RVU will always be 0 (zero) for new, locally added CPT codes. All locally added codes will be monitored at a national level and may be added in a future DRM Plus Patch with an appropriate RVU setting.

3. Monitored Exams processing has been enhanced to create a pop-up when the user selects an affected Class I, Class IIC and Class IV patient. The existing Monitored Exams date on the Cover Page has been changed to make it more noticeable if the date is outside of the site parameter. The site may now edit the parameter's number of days setting on the Administrative Toolbox menu. Monitored Exams now has a yellow banner button with an "E" if applicable.

4. A Fluoride Monitor has been added to the application. This flag will display as an "F" button on the right side of the patient banner when a Class I, IIC or IV patient with more than two restorative codes within a 12 month period has no fluoride treatment. See the additional documentation with the patch on specifics for how and when this monitor will be displayed and how to turn off the monitor. The Fluoride Monitor will also warn the user in the same pop-up as the Monitored Exam warning if applicable.

5. Fluoride Prescription Date has been added to the Cover Page. This field is used in conjunction with the Fluoride Monitor.

6. The Pending Consult flag/button ("C") has been moved to the right side of the patient banner, but still functions the same. Consults on the Clinical Record tab now display the status and can be sorted via status, service and date range.

7. A warning message will appear if a user selects a future appt as the dental visit.

8. On the Dental History tab, next to the tooth graphic, an asterisk has been added in addition to the color change to indicate dental history for the tooth. This is a 508 compliance issue.

9. A warning message will appear if the dental category (class) for the encounter is not the same as the Dental Class on the cover page.

10. If planned treatment prompts for a diagnosis code, then the diagnosis will be displayed in the progress note.

11. General Coding Standards are now available as a link to the VA intranet.

12. Sending a Diagnosis code to the Problem List has been moved from the diagnosis selection screen to the Primary Diagnosis selection screen (after clicking the Next button).

13. The coding guideline was changed for the following codes: D4210, D4211, D4264 and D7550.

14. The document spell checker has been replaced with an updated version which includes a medical dictionary.

15. An Out of Bounds error that occurred on the 'up’ button on the Note Sequencing screen has been corrected.

16. The Clinic/Location filter has been modified to insure that only active clinics/locations can
be selected in DRM Plus.

17. A run-time error introduced in Patch 55 for users with the Periodontal Chart as the initial
display screen in DRM Plus has been fixed.

18. The TIU Note Title search will display exact matches at the top of the results list.

19. Previous completed transactions will no longer be deleted by non-admin users incorrectly.
These transactions were being selected automatically by the application due to an issue with
a field in file 228.2 called Time Counter (#.14) which must be unique for a transaction or
group (e.g. bridge) of transactions. Users could cause this field to not be unique by using
unfiled data for the same patient on the same day. The filing data for these scenarios as
well as the existing historical data have been corrected.

20. The Recare Report will now return data if the date range included a patient with no dental
history but who did have a Recare Date. These patients will only display under 'Active'
status since the status field is drawn from dental history.

21. D9310 can now be taken on the same day as an exam code (D0120, D0140, D0150, D0160,
D0170, D0180) as long as the provider is not the same.

22. Plaque score date error in transaction table initially displaying 1 Jan 1900 has been
corrected.

23. Planned Care on Cover Page not initially displaying correctly has been corrected.

24. Microsoft no longer supports access to CHM help files from Windows 2003 servers due to
security risks. DRM Plus help files will be copied, when asked for by the user, to a Temp
directory as a work around.

25. The Potential Duplicates screen was displaying planned items for teeth that had completed
radiograph codes performed. These will no longer display if they 'hit' on the radiographs
because radiographs are not checked in duplicate processing.

26. The process for signing a note addendum now works the same as a regular note in that the
user may enter the signature and hit the 'Enter' key rather than having to click the 'Finish'
button.

27. When the user has no default location, the location field will be in focus so that the user
does not have to click the field to select a location in the visit selection screen. An out-of-
bounds error was also corrected in this screen.

28. Head/Neck will not return incomplete master records which cause the GUI to have a
runtime error.
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